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What is greenwashing?
Capitalising on the ESG tidal wave
> The misperception that products are more sustainable
than they really are
> In investment markets, greenwashing refers to overstating
the ESG profile of financial securities/products
> Intentional vs unintentional greenwashing

Source: IYNF
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Greenwashing is everywhere
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Is NZ really ‘clean and green’?
Example: water concerns in NZ

Source: Ministry for the Environment/Stats NZ: https://theconversation.com/polluted-drained-and-drying-out-new-warnings-on-new-zealands-rivers-and-lakes136486#:~:text=Almost%20all%20New%20Zealand%20rivers,are%20threatened%20or%20at%20risk.
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Where do NZ emissions come from?

Source: Stuff.co.nz: https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/114431409/nzs-biggest-greenhouse-gas-emitters-and-their-struggle-to-pollute-less
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NZ net zero targets
Methane emissions have been carved out into a softer target…
> Reduce all GHG’s (except biogenic methane) to
net zero by 2050
> Create a separate target to reduce biogenic
methane emissions by 10% by 2030, and 24%47% by 2050 (relative to 2017)

Source: Ministry for the Environment, https://theconversation.com/nz-introduces-groundbreaking-zero-carbon-bill-including-targets-for-agricultural-methane-116724
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NZ Net zero targets
…which we are on track to miss

Source: Ministry for the Environment: https://www.newsroom.co.nz/climate-commission-nz-set-to-miss-methane-targets
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Are we forgetting who we invest for?
> Which interests do we represent?
> Industry’s role is to manage wealth in such a way that satisfies the wishes of the end investor
> Not everyone has the same motivations, blanket solutions are not appropriate

> Socially responsible investing can have many different motivations
> Performance motivations
> Avoiding unscrupulous activities
> Make the world a better place
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ESG within asset classes
Are only equity investors responsible?
ESG data coverage for fixed income segments

Typical Balanced portfolio allocations

Global Equities Unhedged
NZ Listed Equities
NZ Fixed Interest
NZ Cash

Global Equities Hedged
Global Listed Infrastructure Hedged
Global Fixed Interest Hedged

Source: Russell Investments
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ESG data
External ESG vendor subscriptions

Source: Russell Investments
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Difficulties with ESG data
Research shows that metrics can be very inconsistent
> Correlations between ESG data providers can be as poor as 0.38 (Berg, Koelbel, & Rigobon,
2020)
> A ‘responsible’ portfolio might not be so responsible using another vendor
> Ratings divergence may hamper the ambition of corporates trying to improve their ESG performance

> A long-short ESG portfolio can have significant differences in returns, with correlations as low
as 0.03 (Li & Polychronopoulos, 2020)
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Difficulties with climate data
> Climate data is still developing, but there are a laundry list of issues we need to be vigilant
about:
> Most measures are backwards looking, while forward looking climate risk methodologies are still
developing
> Potential to game carbon metrics
> Good for emissions might still mean bad for other ESG characteristics
> For example, lithium, which is used in batteries, harms soil quality, can cause air contamination, water
contamination and water intensive practices, associated with child labour

> Scope 3 emissions still a work in progress
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Seeing the forest for the trees – scope 3 emissions
Case study: Z Energy

Source: Z Energy annual report 2020.
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Measuring the performance of ESG
> What does the literature say about the relationship between ESG and alpha?
> Von Wallis & Klen (2015) show that there is not yet a clear answer to the question of ‘does
ESG create alpha’ from a fund manager perspective.

> 2020 COVID market
> Energy, tech, growth

> How should the performance implications of ESG be attributed?
> Ceteris Paribus
> Strip away everything else that is supposed to impact returns (beta, size, value, momentum
industry)
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Real world impacts of responsible investing
> Are exclusions good for societal outcomes?
> Many investors play in the secondary market. Exclusions
might have some flow-on effects, but only under strong
assumptions of rationality and efficient markets
> In the tobacco industry, Blitz & Swinkels (2020) find:
> investors have not really provided any ‘fresh’ capital to the
industry
> divestment is allowing tobacco corporates to repurchase
shares in the open market
> Shareholders may have more real impact with active voting
and engagement
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Inconsistent messaging
KiwiSaver example
> “Aramco shares are stained with blood – KiwiSaver managers should keep away”
> Concurrent exposure in Saudi sovereign bonds

> “We don’t invest in companies with significant exposure to fossil fuel extraction,… It’s the
right thing to do, and it’s good for investment returns too”
> Holdings in Z energy
> No empirical evidence for performance impact
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Consequences of greenwashing
> Investors lose faith in the industry
> Companies are given less incentive to truly improve their practices
> Asset managers who are doing a good job in earnest lose incentive
> Misinformation leads to inefficient allocation of capital
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Responsible investing at Russell Investments
Continuous global development embedded in our approach to ESG
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2011

2010
2009
UN PRI
Signatory

Complied
with UK
Sustainalytics Stewardship
Code
(data
partnership)

Complied
with Japan
Stewardship
Code

Decarb 1.0
- Carbon footprint
- Carbon reserves
Institutional
Investors Group
Climate Change
(IIGCC) 2015

Decarb 2.0
- Green
energy ratio
- ESG
(standard)
ESG beliefs

Material ESG
Scores
(Proprietary
ESG scores)
Launch of Low
carbon equity
fund (EMEA)
Launch ESG
Global Equity
Fund (Canada)

ESG
practice

Taskforce on
Climate-related
Financial
Disclosures
(TCFDs)
Sustainability
(Water,
engagement)

2020
Climate Action
100+
Climate risk
policy
Sustainalytics
(engagement
partnership)

2021
Forward looking
enhancements,
climate risk,
ESG reporting,
Fixed Income
ESG
Sustainability
risk policy

Launch of
Sustainable Multi
Asset Growth
Fund (US)

ESG policy

Signatory
of Carbon
Disclosure
Project

Source: Russell Investments, as at 31 March 2021.
Note: This slide represents our global developments, funds shown may not be available in certain jurisdictions
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ESG in asset management
Understanding product design and how it fits with your values will help avoid greenwashing
> Does a product have specific ESG objectives?
> Are ESG objectives primarily exclusionary based or does a product also
have positive tilts/objectives?
> ESG is integrated into the investment decision making process – what
does this mean?
> The most likely area that can result in Greenwashing
> Focus of today’s presentation

> Is there appropriate ‘labelling’ of the above characteristics to aid investors?
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Russell Investments Australia ESG ETF (RARI)*
Broad set of exclusions….A darker shade of green, dark enough??

Tobacco Products

Alcohol

Controversial
weapons

Gambling

Non controversial
weapons

Pornography

Fossil fuels

*Russell Investments Australian Responsible Investment ETF
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ESG in manager research
Product evaluation and scoring at Russell Investments

5

4

3

> The manager demonstrates strong awareness of
the potential risk and return impacts of ESG issues
on individual holdings and the portfolio structure
> The manager can clearly demonstrate how
portfolio positioning reflects the management of
relevant ESG risks

2

1

> The manager does not demonstrate
awareness of potential risks and return
impacts of ESG issues on portfolio holdings
> Meaningful discrepancies between target
ESG guidelines and portfolio holdings
> Manager’s perspective and analytical inputs
on ESG issues lack rigour

> The manager can clearly demonstrate how
relevant ESG exposures can add value
> The breadth of perspectives and analytical inputs

on ESG issues are superior to peers

Source: Russell Investments, 2018.
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Enhanced oversight for global equities
Understanding the ESG risks in our portfolios
> Review of “high” and “severe” risk securities e.g.:
> Sustainalytics info
>
>
>
>
>

Risk ratings > 30
MEI (material ESG Issue) drivers
Management gap vs unmanageable risk
Specific review of Corporate Governance laggards
Country/region, sector/industry drivers/patterns

> Subadvisor identified drivers

> Specific review of climate transition risk – physical, transition
> Focus on high impact industries (Energy, Utilities, Steel, Cement, Trans)

> Thematic/sector overview – e.g. SA industry or thematic notes
> Summary of most meaningful issues at portfolio level, plus individual
names for follow-up
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Metrics a starting point
But need to go beyond just data
1.

Metrics rely on underlying corporate disclosure frameworks—while improving, remain incomplete
and inconsistent

2.

Low correlation of scores/ratings across providers—unlike, say, credit ratings

3.

Observed issues with ESG data – cap bias, region insensitivities (e.g. corporate governance)

4.

Low carbon footprint ≠ low “climate transition risk"

5.

ESG metrics don’t tell you what’s in the price

6.

Context and depth beyond standard public disclosures in metrics likely to be meaningful
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Sustainalytics risk rating
Material ESG issues (MEIs)
> Moving beyond the “E”, “S”, “G” framework
> What are the sustainability issues that are material drivers of risk (or return) for this industry?
> Not just Sustainalytics, but aligns with other industry development (e.g. SASB)
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Sustainalytics risk rating
Material ESG issues (MEIs) - example
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Exposure to MEI’s – sector ‘biases’
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Portfolio Data
Reviewing ESG data in a Global Equity portfolio

Download
underlying data
from Explorer

Multiple sorts:
> highest management gaps
> highest unmanageable
risks
> names in multiple MEI tails
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Engagement and proxy voting
Environment topics

Russell Investments
voted on

accounted for the highest
proportion of discussions
with companies

94,598

proposals in 2020

11%
of votes made
were in opposition
to management
In 2020, diversity
was the most common topic for
discussion on social issues

50%
Diversity

42%
Environment

3%
of votes made were
in opposition to our
proxy provider
Water consumption and climate
risk accounted for most of the
engagements relating to environment
topics.

48%
Water

43%
Climate risk

Director elections and
compensation contributed to 59%
of engagement on governance
topics

32%

Compensation

27%
Director elections

Source: 2020 Russell Investments’ Proxy voting & Engagement report (See russellinvestments.com)
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Responsible Investment Association Australasia (RIAA)
Independent certification of ESG credentials
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Thank you.
Any questions?

Important information
The information contained in this publication was prepared by Russell Investment Group Limited on the basis of information available at the time of preparation.
This publication provides general information only and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. Before acting on any information, you should
consider the appropriateness of the information provided and the nature of the relevant Russell Investments’ fund having regard to your objectives, financial
situation and needs. In particular, you should seek independent financial advice and read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or Information Memorandum
prior to making an investment decision about a Russell Investments’ fund. Accordingly, Russell Investment Group Limited and their directors will not be liable (to
the maximum extent permitted by law) for any loss or damage arising as a result of reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this publication.
None of Russell Investment Group Limited, any member of the Russell Investments group of companies, their directors or any other person guarantees the
repayment of your capital or the return of income. All investments are subject to risks. Significant risks are outlined in the Product Disclosure Statements or the
Information Memorandum for the applicable Russell Investments’ fund. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The Product Disclosure Statements or the Information Memorandum for the Russell Investments’ funds (as applicable) are available by contacting Russell
Investment Group Limited on 09 357 6633 or 0800 357 6633.
Copyright © 2021 Russell Investments. All rights reserved. This information contained on this publication is proprietary and may not be reproduced, transferred,
or distributed in any form without prior written permission from Russell Investments.
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